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Abstract
Ubiquitous mobile platforms such as Android rely on managed language run-time environments, also known as language virtual machines (VMs), to run a diverse range of user applications (apps). Each app runs in its own private VM instance, and each VM makes its own private local decisions in managing its use of processor and memory resources. Moreover, the operating system and the hardware do not communicate their low-level decisions regarding power management with the high-level app environment. This lack of coordination across layers and across apps restricts more effective global use of resources on the device.

We address this problem by devising and implementing a global memory manager service for Android that optimizes memory usage, run-time performance, and power consumption globally across all apps running on the device. The service focuses on the impact of garbage collection (GC) along these dimensions, since GC poses a significant overhead within managed run-time environments. Our prototype collects system-wide statistics from all running VMs, makes centralized decisions about memory management across apps and across software layers, and also collects garbage centrally. Furthermore, the global memory manager coordinates with the power manager to tune collector scheduling. In our evaluation, we illustrate the impact of such a central memory management service in reducing total energy consumption (up to 18%) and increasing throughput (up to 12%), and improving memory utilization and adaptability to user activities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.1.4 [Parallel Architectures]: Mobile processors; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Memory management (garbage collection), Run-time environments; D.4.8 [Performance]: Measurements

Keywords mobile, power, energy, Android, smartphones

1. Introduction
Mobile devices must balance performance and responsiveness while being constrained by energy consumption and thermal dissipation. With performance, heat, and power consumption strongly tied together, mobile devices come bundled with software components such as kernel governors [11] and proprietary thermal engines that control power and thermal properties (dynamic frequency). The crude decisions made by these engines are orthogonal to heuristics for resource management embedded within software components at the user space level.

With the number of Android [28, 31] devices exceeding a billion,1 the dominance of the Android run-time environment introduces an interesting challenge: we are faced with devices that continuously run dozens of VMs in parallel as apps and as services. All these VMs share a set of constrained and over-committed resources. Without global coordination, each VM optimizes independently across competing goals: performance, responsiveness, and power consumption. For example, each VM decides independently what to compile (JIT), when to garbage collect, and what to collect (e.g., using a minor or a major collection). This situation is vastly different from classic desktop or application server systems where VMs use dedicated resources, and where only one or a handful of VM processes run concurrently.

1.1 Motivation
VMs substantially increase productivity by abstracting the hardware and offering useful services such as dynamic optimization, class resolution and, garbage collection (GC). However, VM services impose performance and energy costs, ranging from 5% to over 70% [14, 18, 34, 40, 53].

**Tuning of GC.** VM services typically come with a number of optimization and scheduling heuristics designed to meet the performance needs of supported applications and users. The tuning of GC performance is achieved by designing a GC policy that uses a set of predefined heuristics and the state of app execution to decide when and what to collect [36]. Configuring a garbage collector is a tedious task because a VM often uses tens of parameters when tuning the garbage collector, specific to the needs of a particular application: e.g., initial heap size, heap resizing, and the mode of collection to perform [10, 42]. Even for a single VM, it is extremely difficult to identify the best collector and heuristics for all service configurations [36, 39, 55].

**GC Impact on Energy.** Recent interest in fine-grained power measurement shows that GC has a significant impact on energy consumed by the apps, ranging from 7% to 30% [14, 53]. This happens not only because of its explicit overhead on CPU and memory cycles, but also because of implicit scheduling decisions by the OS and hardware with respect to CPU cores. Therefore, a potential approach to optimize GC cost per single VM is to take advantage of GC idleness and control the frequency of the core on which the concurrent collector thread is running [23, 34].

**Distributed Controls.** Mobile platforms have a software stack comprising various layers with lower-level layers providing services to upper-level layers. These layers of abstraction typically are not tuned in harmony with VM implementation. For example: (i) Device Configurations: The mobile system has globally fixed VM configurations such as the initial and maximum heap sizes; (ii) OS: Some heuristics and configurations may be applied on their own, without coordinating with the VM [37, 41]—e.g., the low memory killer that handles out-of-memory events.

**Interference Across Running VMs.** With dozens of VMs running concurrently on constrained devices, tuning memory configurations for mobile platforms is even more challenging due to interference between VMs across the layers of the hardware and software stack. Local per-VM tuning is a sub-structured approach that mostly fails to find the globally optimal policy for the entire device. For example, throttling the CPU during GC of the highest priority app [34] cannot handle concurrent GC tasks across the running apps.

1.2 Contributions

Here we consider the impact of GC on the device’s overall performance. We identify the missing coordination between concurrent VMs as an opportunity for optimization on mobile systems along the dimensions of (i) memory usage, (ii) runtime performance, and (iii) power consumption. A global service that collects statistics from all running VMs can optimize across these dimensions, and it allows for coordination with power managers to achieve global energy optimization. The service can prioritize GC operations based on estimates of bytes freed, reducing the total work required by individual VMs. The benefits of a global service include efficient resource management, feasible methodology to analyze system behavior, fine control over tuning parameters, and excluded redundancy across the parallel VMs.

In this paper, we show that a global memory management service provides better control over GC costs and memory utilization. Unlike the existing execution mode, where each collector runs within its own VM, the new platform has a single GC service process that serves all running VMs. The GC service unifies interactions between nonadjacent system layers (i.e., the low-level OS power manager) and GC tasks. The service has OS-like access, capable of scanning and collecting per-process VM heaps remotely and gathering statistics about all the running VMs in the system, including process priority, allocation rate, and heap demographics. This allows for fine-grained control over the GC tasks being executed, and their scheduling, compared to just coarsely signaling individual VMs to start GC collections.

We illustrate the power of combining vertical cross-layered heuristics to achieve efficient heap decisions such as compaction, collection, and trimming. GC service efficiency is not limited to local heuristics, resulting in better utilization of system resources based on the workload. We make the following contributions:

- We identify a unique opportunity for optimization on mobile systems by coordinating and orchestrating all the concurrently running VMs.
- We design a global service that collects statistics from all VMs, and we implement a prototype that centralizes GC, including global GC heuristics that optimize memory usage across VMs and the actual collection tasks.
- We develop, implement, and evaluate, in vivo, a complete running mobile platform based on Android that distributes GC sub-tasks between applications and an OS-like control unit. These heuristics include: heap growth management, compaction, trimming, context-aware task-killing mechanisms, and energy optimization.

2. Background

Mobile platforms employ aggressive power management of sub-systems to improve battery life and to control thermal conditions since these platforms only have passive heat sinks, and for example, their CPUs cannot run continuously at full speed. The governor [11] collects run-time statistics at time $t$ (e.g., work load $\text{work}(t)$ and core temperature) and then applies complex heuristics—dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)—to meet optimization criteria [15, 35, 46]. Smartphone energy profiling is a tedious task because it requires (i) hardware access to device components, and (ii) an understanding of the distribution of power among the device components. A common methodology is to use external instruments to measure the total energy consumed by the device [12, 47, 54], and then extract the
contributions of subcomponents based on a defined power model [49, 61].

**Android.** Figure 1a lists the different layers of the Android software stack: (i) A modified Linux kernel that provides drivers, shared memory, and interprocess communication; (ii) Native libraries and system daemons (i.e., bionic, and thermal engines); (iii) Android run-time environment, which is the core VM library that hosts an app; (iv) The framework layer that provides services to apps; and (v) The application layer that compromises the third party applications installed by the user and the native applications (i.e., browser).

**App Isolation.** Each app runs in its own VM instance within a single OS process. Isolated processes communicate through RPC using the Android binder driver which is implemented in kernel space and is optimized to avoid copying. To guarantee application responsiveness, the VM assigns higher priorities to user interface threads, while background threads are given lower priorities. In addition, Android moves all low-priority background threads to Linux ground threads are given lower priorities. In addition, Android moves all low-priority background threads to Linux ground threads are given lower priorities. In addition, Android moves all low-priority background threads to Linux ground threads are given lower priorities.

**Memory Management.** There are four main categories of Android physical memory usage: OS file caches, device I/O buffer, kernel memory, and process VMs. The VM pages constitute the largest portion of memory usage [41]. Each Android per-app GC runs in its own background daemon thread (GC daemon) concurrently with the application-level threads (mutators). The default Android GC operates as a concurrent mark-sweep collector, tracing references from roots that include both thread stacks and other global variables, marking reachable objects via those references, and then marking reachable objects recursively via references stored in those objects. When all of the reachable objects have been marked, the collector sweeps the heap to free the unmarked objects.

ART introduced several enhancements to Dalvik GC, including a pseudo-generational sticky garbage collector to deal with short-lived objects [44, 56]. This sticky mark-sweep collector is a non-moving generational GC that focuses its effort on separately collecting young objects by (logically) segregating them from older objects. This offers improved locality and shorter collection cycles for minor collections of the young space. Both of the Android VMs (ART & Dalvik) use several heuristics to decide how to balance heap growth with collector work, the mode of each collection cycle (minor vs. major), and whether to trim the heap (returning unused pages to the system). The target heap utilization ratio controls heap size. If live data exceeds (or falls below) this factor of the heap size (plus or minus some threshold), then the collector reacts by increasing (or decreasing) the size of the available heap. After any successful allocation, if the allocation exceeds the heap threshold, the mutator signals the GC daemon to start a new background GC cycle if it is not already active.

**Low-memory Killer (LMK).** Android apps are designed to tolerate random restarts. We refer to the app currently on the screen and running as foreground. Otherwise, the app is labeled background [30]. When a user navigates away from an Android app, the process stays in the memory in order to reduce the start-up overhead when the application is used.
again. To clean up the physical memory, Android uses a controlled LMK, which kills processes when the available free memory is close to being exhausted. LMK allows specifying a set of out-of-memory (OOM) thresholds to decide on which and how many processes to kill [25].

3. Design and Architecture

We introduce a service that runs as a separate VM process and collects information (i.e., RAM consumed and workload) from running apps and run-time services. Building on this central service that runs as its own separate Linux process, we design a GC service component that maps the VM heaps of all running apps into the central service and carries out all GC decisions using global (not local) heuristics. Figure 1b shows the high-level interaction between the components of our system:

1. The server process maps the client heap into its private virtual address space and manages all coordination and synchronization with other system layers—e.g., power managers. The server has a pool of worker threads to support parallel collection tasks. A single worker handles a remote GC task on the client’s heap. The worker coordinates with the client and performs concurrent GC phases—i.e., recursive marking and sweeping.

2. The client VM that hosts the app execution is an isolated Linux process. Instead of making independent GC decisions, a client yields GC policy decisions to the server, including (i) heap growth management, (ii) GC triggers, and (iii) the type of GC operation to perform (e.g., trimming or compaction). Each client coordinates with the server using a dedicated GC agent daemon.

3. A GC-aware governor that works in tandem with the server to improve power consumption and performance according to the current workload, taking special measures during GC activity.

4. A platform-specific proxy that abstracts the mechanism of sharing the client’s heap with the server.

5. An asynchronous task queue that allows the GC agent to post requests to the GC service.

When the allocation exceeds the heap limit (hLimit), the mutator signals the GC agent, which posts a new GC request, if it does not already have one pending. A worker thread signals the agent to start a collection cycle. The agent performs the initial mark and the remark pauses. The worker thread performs concurrent tracing of the reachable object graph, and then performs a concurrent sweeping phase in which the objects identified as unreachable are collected. During concurrent phases, all the mutators are resumed except the agent that waits for the completion of the phase.

3.1 Global Collector and Energy Optimization

In theory, an optimal GC policy leads to optimal GC scheduling. The latter is the trace of GC events throughout the program execution that produces the lowest GC cost [36]. However, with the introduction of other system components into the cost equation (i.e., scheduling and CPU throttling), the GC scheduling can be tuned by hiding expensive GC operations inside of small, otherwise unused idle portions of application execution, which results in better overall execution [23]. For mobile devices, tuning the GC implementation to meet performance and power goals is exceptionally difficult, because per-app GC cost is defined as a function of several controls [23, 34] such as: (i) the power manager reacting to CPU idle-time during memory-bound GC phases; (ii) VM configurations, GC algorithm and the heuristics controlling the heap size; and (iii) the workload and memory stress at run time.

In a tracing GC, the collector task is inherently memory bound. Not only the collector is subject to total memory bandwidth, but the mutators are more likely to stall due to stop-the-world phases, and when they are waiting for the collector to finish so they can allocate. Therefore, the mutators are unlikely to make full use of fast cores. Thus, our goal is to tune the GC using the following mechanisms:

1. The prioritization of GC tasks across dozens of simultaneously running VMs needs fine-grained control over scheduling. Put another way, given a set of parallel VMs and a global state of execution, define the selection criteria to pick a VM and the GC task to apply next.

2. The reduction of GC energy cost while allowing for better responsiveness and throughput. This can be achieved either (i) by coordinating between the system scheduler and the VM [23], or (ii) by capping the frequency of the core during GC phases [34].

Tuning the GC across all the VMs cannot be achieved with each VM independently sending information to the power manager. Therefore, the clients need to offload GC management to a single process. The GC service unifies the interface between the system components and the concurrent VMs. In this way, coordination between the power manager and a single process is feasible and practical.

Having a single process handle the launch of GC tasks allows for more fine-grained control over estimating the memory management overhead and coordinating with other system components. At a high level, the GC service aims to make the most effective decision in a specific situation. The GC service does not (necessarily) collect the heap of the app that is currently running (and is likely requesting memory), but the heap that contains the most garbage. Executing GC tasks by a single process also reduces the code footprint and code cache pressure from individual threads that are running per-app GC and from negative interactions with the scheduler.

3.2 Global GC Service vs. Global GC Policy

Some studies investigate auto-tuning of the GC policy locally per single VM [55, 57]. Yet, to date there is no published work on a global tuning methodology that combines
both the GC configuration policy and the global scheduling decisions on the system. Our service allows holistic and central control of (i) detecting conflicts and overlaps between heuristics of components scattered across non-adjacent layers of the system stack, (ii) removing redundant functionality that exists between non-adjacent software layers, and (iii) identifying unhandled scenarios that result from distributing the memory tuning task across several libraries.

We augment the GC service with the following extensions: (i) global device stats—i.e., available RAM and workload, (ii) per-process system stats, (iii) per-heap stats such as heap variables, fragment distribution, and allocation rate, and (iv) the ability to perform GC phases remotely on behalf of other processes. With global system information, the centralized GC service makes more efficient decisions such as trimming the heap that contains the highest fragmentation first, delaying collections when unused memory is available, and even adjusting the heap thresholds based on allocation rates rather than static thresholds.

### 3.3 Performance

Our system aims at reducing the latency of app responses while assuring better performance and longer (battery) lifetimes. However, with a centralized GC service, a slow messaging mechanism can introduce a new bottleneck. In order to concurrently process multiple GC requests each worker can independently handle a GC task in parallel with other workers. A worker pulls the next pending request from the queue once it finalizes a GC task.

**Pause Times.** GC implementation affects responsiveness as observed by users. GC pauses can prevent threads that service user interface tasks from giving timely responses to user input events. Humans typically perceive interaction pauses greater than 50 ms [24], so any greater pause is likely to be noticed by users. A mutator is interrupted by the GC (i) during the initial marking and remarking phases, and (ii) when the mutator executes an explicit GC (System.gc()). Explicit GC accounts for the worst case pause. We tune the mutator utilization not just by shortening the length of pause phases, but also by preventing the client’s mutators from performing GC tasks. All mutators offload all GC work to the agent which eliminates the worst case pause scenario. When an allocation request exceeds the hLimit, or fails, the mutator forces allocation (by resizing the heap) and signals the agent before continuing. When a mutator executes an explicit GC call, it simply signals the agent.

**Communication Mechanism.** The coordination between the agent and the worker implies an inter-process communication (IPC) between the client and the server. One possible shortcoming of poor IPC design is frequent process context switching, which is known to have high overhead compared to thread switching [22, 43]. Thus, the performance benefit of the GC service has to be greater than the IPC overhead. Our goal is to mitigate the overhead of interprocess communication as much as possible by: (i) scheduling the GC triggers to balance the tension between the frequency of GC, heap size, and IPC overhead [7, 10, 33]; and (ii) designing a robust asynchronous messaging mechanism to allow for a fast *handshake* between the worker and the agent threads.

The GC service processes the requests based on priority queues, which provides flexibility to support various heuristics—i.e., processing the foreground application at higher priority. The longest duration of time a request stays pending can be represented as a function

$$\text{latency(IPC)} = f(v, \eta, \rho)$$

where $\eta$ is the number of requests with higher priority, $v$ is the total time overhead in context switching, and $\rho$ is the duration spent processing one request.

During GC, the agent and worker threads execute GC phases synchronously. Thus, it is conceivable that both threads cannot be scheduled concurrently on different cores. Because the OS scheduler does not consider shared resources, some scheduling decision may not be optimal for multithreaded execution. We feed this information to the scheduler by *pinning* both threads to a single core until the end of the GC cycle. Forcing the two threads to run on the same core corrects scheduler decisions and prevents thread preemption. This results in better cache performance and locality [9, 59].

### 3.4 Design Considerations

There are many challenges that need to be addressed when implementing a centralized GC service.

**Portability.** Placing the GC service in the VM layer enhances portability while keeping the OS unmodified. The communication model between the GC service and the clients must not be platform-specific.

**Reliability.** It is essential that the GC service provides a uniform mechanism for managing app life cycles in isolation from each other [38]. Therefore, it must be feasible to change the status of a VM without affecting the remaining VMs. This requires separating the internal structure of a client’s VM (i.e., static objects). In addition, it is essential that failures in the GC service do not bring the system down.

The stock Android run-time environment restarts apps when they become unresponsive. Like all other Android services, the GC service is designed to restart after crashing. When the GC service is offline, clients perform GC locally until the server is back online. However, the service may halt in the middle of a critical section while locking the client’s heap. In this scenario, a client will be restarted for being unresponsive.

**Security.** Since Android allows execution of native code, serious security issues arise with previous approaches like *Multi-tasking VMs* (MVMs) that allow a single VM to run multiple applications [21, 60]. Such an approach consists of sharing one heap across all running apps, making the sys-
tem highly vulnerable to security exploits that have low-
level access to memory. Our design, on the other hand, of-
fers a secure approach where the code of the central GC
service is trusted, and each VM has access to only its own
local heap. In the GC service the heap layout must not be
identical across all the VMs (including the zygote) to sup-
port the shuffling introduced by techniques such as address
space layout randomization (ASLR). This reduces the risk of
memory attacks. Also, we avoid reusing GC internal struc-
tures across different VMs—i.e., mark-bitmap and mark-
stack are exclusive to a single client.

4. Implementation

Our prototype GC service implementation is based on An-
droid 4.4 (KitKat) ART. KitKat is the latest release that runs
on our development hardware platform and uses Linux ker-
nel 3.4. We start our modification based on the open-source
SDK and the default configuration. We extend the Android
VM with 4K LoC to implement the GC service and the GC
agent. We also extend the kernel layer with a few hundred
lines of code to allow direct access to run-time statistics.

4.1 System Startup and IPC Support

The system boot process follows the standard steps of load-
ing hardware-dependent components and initializing subsys-
tems and drivers. After starting the kernel, the proxy starts as
a native service. Following the creation of native daemons
the zygote starts by preloading common Java classes and
resources. The last step of zygote’s initialization is to fork
the GC service, which initializes the shared memory regions
and the pool of worker threads. The server has a singleton
listener daemon that fetches tasks from the task queues and
inserts them into local queues to be handled by the workers.
Occasionally, the server updates the global statistics to adjust
its decisions. There are three types of client requests: (i) Reg-
istration: A new client VM sends a request, including the
VM process id (PID), the continuous space addresses, and
the file descriptor to memory region; (ii) Shutdown: A hook
that is executed during the client VM shutdown sequence; and (iii) Collection: The agent requests a GC when the al-
location exceeds the hLimit threshold, or when a mutator
executes an explicit GC call.

When the zygote receives a request to start an app, it forks
itself and launches the new app. The new client VM creates the
agent daemon that sends a registration request to the
server. A successful registration shares the client’s allocation
space with the GC service. A heap collection is triggered
when a mutator signals the agent, which in turn forwards a
request to the GC service. The agent waits for a message
from the server that defines actions to be executed (i.e., GC
or trimming).

The shared regions are created using Android shared
memory (ashmem) that uses reference-counted virtual mem-
ory, assuring that a shared region is automatically reclaimed
when all file descriptors referring to it are closed. Thus, it
prevents memory leaks caused by a process crash or by soft-
ware bugs. Also, ashmem assures that a failure on the server
side will not remove the client’s heap.

The IPC messages and signals are implemented using futexes [26] to synchronize in user space. The server utilizes
a pool of work-stealing threads to reduce the overhead of
scheduling. Although Android provides the binder as an IPC
mechanism, we implement our communication model on top
of shared memory for the following reasons: (i) Binder pro-
vides synchronous calling, which increases the possibility of
cost switching between the sender and the receiver, lead-
ing to performance degradation [22, 43]; (ii) Binder restricts
the maximum number of calls that can be handled concur-
rently (currently 16); and (iii) Shared memory makes the
system portable and independent of platform-specific fea-
tures.

4.2 Client Memory Management

The client VM starts by creating a GC agent daemon, which
registers the VM with the service. Thus, a subset of heap
metadata, zygote, and allocation spaces become accessible
to the service. Figure 2 shows the shared memory layout
in the new system. The heap layout of a client VM com-
promises the following main blocks: (i) image-space: an im-
mutable contiguous memory region created from an image
file, (ii) zygote-space: a contiguous memory space inherited
from the zygote process (the zygote space is occasionally
collected during full GC events), (iii) allocation-space: the
active contiguous space used by the app. For each individual
space, the mark bits are stored in two separate bitmap ta-
bles (live and mark) to allow for concurrent progress of the
mutator while the collector is tracing the objects. Concurrent
marking is supported by a write barrier that records dirty ob-
jects that have been modified by mutators in a global card-
table. Inter-space references are stored in internal tables to
reduce the overhead of tracing the reachable objects in the
allocation space (active). The collector stores the marked ob-
jects that need to be scanned during the concurrent tracing in
a mark stack.

In the absence of the GC service, the client activates
sticky collections to reduce the overhead of the GC. The
agent uses an allocation stack to keep track of the objects
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Figure 2: The shared heap layout in the GC service
Algorithm 1: Server-side concurrent mark sweep

1: procedure GARBAGECOLLECT /* worker thread */
2: preparePhase()
3: ☐ sync gcPhase ← markRoot
4: end sync (gcPhase = recursiveMark) ☐
5: function RECURSIVEMARK(mark-bitmap, mark-stack)
6: delayedList ← empty subset of mark-stack
7: while mark-stack ≠ delayedList do
8:       obj ← mark-stack.pop()
9:       if isMarked(mark-bitmap, obj) then
10:          setMarked(mark-bitmap, obj)
11:          for fld ← obj.fields do
12:             if ref ∈ allocationSpace then
13:                mark-stack.push(ref)
14:             else
15:                delayedList.add(ref)
16:       end sync gcPhase ← remark
17: end sync (gcPhase = reclaim) ☐
18: function SWEEPALLOCSPACE(mark-bitmap, live-bitmap)
19: for i ← 1, mark-bitmap.length() do
20:       if mark-bitmap[i] & ~(live-bitmap[i]) then
21:          free(getAddress(mark-bitmap, i)
22: adjustHeapLimit()
23: ☐ Async gcPhase ← finalize
24: finishPhase()

Algorithm 2: Client-side concurrent mark sweep

1: procedure GARBAGECOLLECT /* GC agent */
2: sync gcPhase
3: end sync (gcPhase = markRoot) ☐
4: function INITIALMARK(mark-bitmap, live-bitmap)
5: StopTheWorld();
6:     mark-ThreadStack()
7:     mark-InternalTables()
8: ResumeTheWorld()
9: scanRoots()
10:     mark-InterSpaceReferences()
11: ☐ sync gcPhase ← recursiveMark
12: end sync (gcPhase = remark) ☐
13: StopTheWorld();
14: function HANDLEDIRTY
15:     while ~(mark-stack.isEmpty()) do
16:         obj ← mark-stack.pop()
17:         if isMarked(mark-bitmap, obj) then
18:             setMarked(mark-bitmap, obj)
19:             for fld ← obj.fields do
20:                mark-stack.push(*fld)
21: swap(mark-bitmap, live-bitmap)
22: ResumeTheWorld()
23: ☐ sync gcPhase ← reclaim
24: end sync (gcPhase = finalize) ☐
25: finalize();

that were allocated since the last GC. The sticky mark-sweep does not adjust the heap size after it completes a collection.

4.2.1 Concurrent Mark Sweep

Algorithms 1 and 2 show how the collection is handled in the GC service. (A) The server notifies the GC agent to start a new collection cycle. (B) The app-local agent first marks the heap roots including those from thread stacks and globals. (C) The agent extends the root set by adding the references from immuned spaces (i.e., zygote and image) to the allocation space. (D) The shared mark-bitmap is then used by the server to mark the reachable objects recursively. (E) The worker yields control to the agent after all objects in allocation stack are scanned. (F) The agent starts the remark phase. It stops the world and revisits any remaining dirty objects pushed on the mark-stack due to concurrent updates by the client application threads (mutators). (G) The agent swaps the bitmap tables, resumes the mutators, and signals the worker. (H) The worker sweeps the space to create the list of free objects, computes fragment distributions, and calculates the new size of the heap. (I) Finally, the worker finalizes the GC cycle concurrently while the agent enforces the new heap threshold.

Since handling the dirty objects requires pausing all threads, we avoid IPC between the agent and the server to assure that the app threads are resumed in a short period of time. On the server side the collector recalculates reference fields based on the base address of the mapped heap. The server scans the reachable objects except for a small set located in the client’s private memory range. If the adjusted address does not belong to the mapped range (shared space), the server adds the object to a “delayed” list. The GC agent processes the delayed list as a subset of the dirty objects.

4.2.2 Heap Size Management

Mobile apps often exhibit an execution pattern that makes static GC policies ineffective—e.g., music players and games tend to allocate large chunks of data at the beginning of each phase (track/level), causing a spike in the allocation rate and the heap size, followed by minutes with little allocation. Our profiling data shows clear traces of this behavior where the heap oscillates indefinitely.

We address this challenge by avoiding a static threshold. Algorithm 3 illustrates the steps followed by the GC service to set the heap limit for the next GC cycle. (i) an app in the start-up phase (nursery) grows the heap more aggressively; (ii) app priority is a factor for allowed heap growth, (iii) for each VM, the GC service stores allocation and resizing in formation of the last 20 events to adjust to memory usage dynamically (line 24). The service uses the memory allocation rates to auto-adjust the heap growth policy dynamically. This allows for identifying the steady state of the heap volume in smooth steps that eliminate inefficient heap bounds. The GC service updates global statistics when a new app is created, or when an important app changes status, possibly being replaced by another app.
Algorithm 3: Heap growth procedure following a GC task

1: procedure ADJUSTHEAPLIMIT
2: Pri ← App priority
3: updateFlag ← False
4: resizeFactor ← sizeFactors[Pri]
5: if App.isNew() then
6: App.setLabel(nursery)
7: resizeFactor ← sizeFactors[nursery]
8: updateFlag ← True
9: else
10: if App.label = nursery then
11: if ¬(promote(App)) then
12: resizeFactor ← sizeFactors[nursery]
13: else
14: updateFlag ← True
15: App.setLabel(tenure)
16: else
17: Pri_prev ← App priority from previous GC
18: if Pri ≠ Pri_prev then
19: updateFlag ← True
20: ipcDelay ← latency(IPC)\(^1\)
21: allocRate ← (hLimit – heapSize_prev)/(∆ time)\(^2\)
22: w ← heapSize * (resizeFactor + 1)
23: + allocRate * ipcDelay
24: hLimit ← sample(heaplimit, w)
25: if updateFlag then
26: updateGlobalState()

4.2.3 Extension: Compaction vs. Trimming

Due to the scarcity of available memory, following a GC cycle the Android VM occasionally scans the heap spaces, releasing empty pages to the system. This trimming event is executed on lower priority VMs where the live set occupation falls below a given threshold. This periodic trimming comes at a high price with long-running VMs oscillating indefinitely around the triggering threshold. If the system needs more memory, Android simply kills inactive apps to release their memory pages. The efficiency of trimming depends on the distribution of heap fragments. Note that ART (Android 4.4) does not compact the heap, so any remaining object on a page reduces trimming effectiveness. Knowing that the space leakage in a tracing collector grows much faster than linearly with a heap size [52], it is intuitive to see that a live object occupying just few bytes can prevent the release of a full memory page.

In order to tackle this challenge, we implement a variant of the GC service with compaction capability called GCS-Compact. The GCS-Compact keeps statistics about empty slots following each full GC. When memory becomes scarce, the GC service lazily picks the VM with the highest fragmentation score in the list of low priority VMs. Once picked, the server signals the GC agent to perform a heap compaction. For idle processes, taking advantage of the fact that the VM is already inactive, the GCS-Compact performs the compaction in an offline mode.

It is important to distinguish between the remote compaction mechanism in the GC service and having a centralized GC manager that signals a specific VM to release the unused pages. In the latter case, each VM needs to perform the compaction task, implying that the process changes its state from inactive to running. Heap compaction also requires significant per-VM overhead to store the forwarding references (space overhead) and to synchronize attempts to access moved objects [6, 19]. With offline compaction, the server process, which is already running, avoids signaling an inactive process and (ii) omits the need for forwarding references.

4.3 Energy Optimization

The ondemand governor controls the energy consumption of the multicores processor based on the observed workload. The governor collects run-time statistics and applies heuristics in an attempt to meet optimization criteria. We integrate the GC service with the CPU power driver, making the governor aware of GC activities (a user-space activity). This allows the governor policy to account for distinct phases of GC behavior in the application workload. By monitoring the workload the GC service makes informed decisions to schedule background tasks with lower GC costs [23].

When the workload across the online cores exceeds a threshold, then the cores ramp up to optimal_freq that is set to less than the maximum frequency. If the optimal_freq is sufficient to handle the workload, the cores will go back to idle. Otherwise, the cores ramp up to the maximum frequency. At the beginning of a GC cycle, the modified ondemand governor caps the maximum frequency of the core on which the collector daemon is scheduled. We calculate the capped frequency as the median between the current core frequency and the governor optimal_freq. Following the collection cycle, the governor is free to adjust the frequency according to the observed workload and the default settings (see Table 1). GC service coordination with power managers differs from local power optimizations that may inherit conflicting GC scheduling decisions across concurrent VMs [34].

5. Experimental Results

Our centralized framework cuts across multiple layers of the Android 4.4.2 “KitKat” software stack and touches both hardware and operating system aspects. For each experiment, we consider the following main runtime contexts to assess the efficiency of GC decisions on apps that compete on scarce resources:

ART The app runs in foreground mode on the default Android ART.

ART-Bgd The app runs in background mode on Android ART. By default, ART assigns lower priority to the app, causing the GC to increase the memory constraints.
Table 1: Experimental environment specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture:</td>
<td>Qualcomm’s Snapdragon S4 SoC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU:</td>
<td>quad-core 2.3GHz Krait</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory:</td>
<td>2GiB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache:</td>
<td>4KiB + 4KiB direct mapped L0, 16KiB + 16KiB 4-way set associative L1, 2MiB 8-way set associative L2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM parameter</td>
<td>ondemand parameter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start size:</td>
<td>8 MiB</td>
<td>optimal freq: 0.96 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size:</td>
<td>256 MiB</td>
<td>sampling rate: 50 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target:</td>
<td>8 MiB</td>
<td>scaling max freq: 2.1GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Util:</td>
<td>12 KiB</td>
<td>scaling min freq: 0.3 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trim threshold:</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>sync freq: 0.96 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMK minfree:</td>
<td>12288, 15360, 18432, 21520, 24576, 30720 (pages)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NI-6009 data acquisition device [48]. We correlate the results with an output source [1] and we read the output voltage using a National Instruments NI-6009 data acquisition device [48]. We correlate the results with an output source [1] and we read the output voltage using a National Instruments NI-6009 data acquisition device [48].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microarchitecture</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 KiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 MiB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU/L1</td>
<td>1.85ns</td>
<td>Proc Ctx.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GCServe The app runs in foreground mode on a system that deploys GC as a service.

GCServe-Bgd The app runs in background mode on GC-Service. The heap growth of the app is lowered if the global memory is scarce.

GCS-Compact The app runs on GCServe with compaction enabled.

For all applications, we use the Monkeyrunner tool to automate user inputs [29]. We use the APQ8074 DragonBoard Development Kit with specifications described in Table 1.

5.1 Methodology and Benchmarking

For each metric we describe the techniques and controls used to obtain the results. We also characterize a set of applications used in the experiments.

Consistent Lightweight Profiling. We have instrumented the Dalvik/ART VMs and the kernel to record statistics on demand. To avoid perturbing mutators the profiling daemon does not synchronize with them. To avoid environmental perturbation, we run experiments that are sensitive to time and scheduling with the thermal engine disabled. We note that the thermal engine controls the CPU frequency, increasing non-determinism of the experiments—i.e., execution time and power consumption will change depending on the temperature. The VM profiler runs as a C-coded daemon thread inside ART and Dalvik. This daemon only runs when we are collecting execution statistics such as performance counters or GC events and not for measurements that are sensitive to timing or scheduling such as total execution time and OS context switching. The data from this daemon are not used for our heuristics, but to evaluate the system in-vivo. The profiler daemon does not synchronize with app threads to avoid perturbing app execution.

Workload. Mobile apps are characterized by their event-based behavior. There are many sources of non-determinism at the application level, including interference caused by shared data for concurrent tasks, tasks racing to access peripheral devices, and interference from scheduled background tasks. The goal is to define a benchmark suite that is used to optimize mobile environments, considering metrics that are relevant to user interactions and metrics that simplify correlation of underlying platform events across the layers (e.g., hardware, OS, runtime, and application). Table 2 lists a set of applications that wrap popular Android libraries, which allow various workload sizes and number of iterations.

We profile the object size in a perfectly compacted heap (64KiB). Figure 3 plots the percentage of objects (y-axis) in each object size (x-axis) that the app allocates. The number of loaded classes reflect the variance in object types.

Energy Profiling. GC energy consumption exhibits non-linear relationship with resource utilization—i.e., CPU and memory cycles. Therefore, a utilization-based power model is not suitable for our experiments [61]. Instead, we use an event-based model [5, 49] that captures the relationship between GC events and total power consumption of the device. We measure the total physical energy consumed during the app execution using a hall-effect linear current sensor [1], and we read the output voltage using a National Instruments NI-6009 data acquisition device [48]. We correlate the re-
sults and the configurations of several layers considering different controls. Once the app starts execution, the profiler reads the voltage drop across the device at a sample rate of 2 kS/s.

**Pause Times.** The responsiveness of embedded systems was thoroughly studied and evaluated by estimating the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of individual tasks leading to the existence of several commercial tools and research prototypes [58]. However, worst case and average mutator pause times do not adequately characterize the impact of GC on responsiveness because of the complexity of the system stacks. Thus, we use minimum mutator utilization (MMU) [20, 39, 51] over a range of time intervals. For each individual mutator we gather the pauses during the following events: (i) safepoint pauses, when a mutator stops in response to a suspension request (e.g., for marking mutator roots), (ii) foreground pauses, when a mutator performs a foreground GC cycle, and (iii) concurrent pauses, when a mutator waits for a concurrent GC cycle to finish.

We compute the MMU for a multithreaded app having a total execution time $T$ and $M$ mutators $m_1, \ldots, m_M$, each experiencing $p_t$ GC pauses $\delta_1, \ldots, \delta_{p_t}$, we define MMU for a window of length $w$ as the MMU (for all mutators) over all time slices of length $w$ in the execution.

**5.2 Energy and Performance Evaluation**

Table 1 shows the micro-architectural characteristics of our platform. The metrics include: TLB, Cache, and process context switch performance. Although the process context switching overhead is known to be high compared to thread switching, our profiling of the scheduling statistics on Android ART and the GC service are indifferent.

The default Android memory system is tuned for single monolithic applications. First, following a collection, the default collector iterates through all allocated heap memory and trims free pages if the app is in the background. This scenario is inefficient as (i) trimming is executed for every collection (as long as the heap utilization is less than the trimming threshold), leading to diminishing returns for trimming sparse heaps, (ii) low priority applications with sparse heaps do not trigger GC and therefore hold on to empty pages, and (iii) the trimming decision does not consider global state, leading to unnecessary GC overhead in unstressed environments. Second, the default Android LMK is aggressive, killing apps even when memory is not exhausted [27]. Process killing is especially problematic for apps that are designed to run in the background like music players.

**Restarting Android Apps.** The killing of VM processes has an implicit penalty overhead when the user reopens the apps. We measure the average power consumed when we launch a set of apps for the first time, and we compare the same power traces when the apps are cached in background. Figure 4 demonstrates that the re-launch of the apps that were killed by the LMK has a large impact on energy consumption. In addition, our experiments reveal that local GC trimming operations increase the power leaks for apps running in the background.

**GC Impact on Low Priority Apps.** To analyze the impact of background GC tasks on energy, we calculate the steady state power consumption (device is idle) as a baseline, and we correlate between power measurements and GC events. Spotify—one of the most popular apps on Android store—provides a streaming functionality that lets a user listen to music. Our script launches Spotify, enters the login credentials, and then listens to the default music channel for a specified amount of time. Once Spotify is launched, the VM profiler collects the memory behavior and heap characteristics as a function of time in two different settings: (i) Spotify is the foreground app, and (ii) Spotify is sent to the background after four minutes. Figure 5 shows a time window (starting at time $\phi$) obtained when Spotify is pushed to the background, demonstrating the high cost of heap trimming.

**Sending Top App to Background.** This experiment assesses the efficiency of GC decisions on low priority apps. We evaluate GC behavior when the front app is pushed to the background during a non-stressed state of execution (i.e., the device has plenty of free memory). Figure 6 shows the execution time and power results, with a confidence interval (5%), of running each benchmark for eight iterations after a warmup under the two different Android systems. For Android ART, apps running in background exhibit considerable...
trimming, slowing down app execution and leaking more energy. Our experiments show that trimming phase may span up to 0.6s. For GCService, the GC does not perform any trimming, because the memory is not stressed. Note that sqlite, having bigger live set, exhibits a slow down due to the heap growth thresholds (see Algorithm 3) used in our experiments.

**Responsiveness.** We instrumented the pause segments during execution of each thread. For each mutator, the MMU generates the maximum pause time (the longest window for which mutator CPU utilization is zero). Figure 7 shows the average and the maximum value (worst-case) recorded across all the mutators in the execution. Pandora and Angrybirds execute several explicit GC calls during execution. This implies that the app mutator executes the GC cycles, increasing the maximum pause times of that mutator. For the GC service, delegating GC to the service process avoids GC delays and context switches between threads of the app. The second reason for reduced GC pause times is the existence of an upper bound for the number of objects to be allocated between two collection cycles. Finally, special handling for apps in the start-up phase reduces the average time needed to launch an app.

### 5.3 Space Analysis

Here we demonstrate how the GC service meets user requirements and executes seamlessly on real devices. With an increase in memory used by the foreground app, physical memory may become insufficient. According to the values of minfree in Table 1, the LMK starts killing processes from the lowest priority group. Profiling global device resources by running experiments that simulate real world scenarios is difficult due to the non-deterministic execution of mobile platforms—e.g., some random services may fail during system start-up, resulting in a variable amount of available memory for each run.

**The GC service Space Overhead.** As we describe in Section 4.1, the shared regions are created as reference-counted virtual memory. The metadata overhead is small and bound by the number of running applications.

Android ART puts new objects in the *large object space* (LOS) when its absolute size exceeds a predefined threshold, “large object threshold”. The current GC service implementation limits the heap to contiguous memory regions, causing slightly more overhead when scanning the heap. Figure 3 shows that few object allocations would be affected by disabling the LOS.

**Sequential App Execution and Compaction.** Here, we compare between the compactor variant of the GC service, GCS-Compact, and the default Android system. This benchmark launches several apps, switching between them by pressing the home button. When an app $A_i$ is brought back to the foreground it (i) may have been killed, triggering a fresh start, or (ii) it is still running, refreshing existing pages. In both cases, switching to $A_i$ increases memory pressure. Occasionally, Android responds to this increase by killing processes from the lowest priority group to release their memory. Throughout execution, the system running Android ART kills 27 processes including the Browser and BBCNews-Service. The GCS-Compact, on the other hand, reduces the number of killed processes to only 14–19 (depending on the individual run) without coordinating with the Android runtime manager.

Figure 8 shows the variation of memory through the sequence of events. The stacked bars indicate the total memory used for each app process at a given point of time. Since we do not have precise control on the number of processes running at the beginning of the experiment, we present the different memory curves of the GCS-Compact and Android ART. The service (the right column) reserves more memory for the foreground app as a result of the heuristics that allow the high priority apps to consume more memory. However, the service is more effective in releasing memory from apps running in the background by executing compaction followed by trimming.

Figure 9 shows the number of trims performed by the apps (excluding System processes). Android ART performs fewer trimming operations on a limited set of apps compared to the GCS-Compact. Therefore, the default Android ART tends to kill more apps as a result of not reclaiming memory from inactive apps.

**The Impact of Growth Policies on App.** Users flag apps as battery and memory drainers when they cause issues on
Figure 8: Memory stats vs. time in seconds: Stacked bars are the total apps’ memory in ART (left) and the GCS-Compact (right); available RAM (FreeRAM/Srvc); the LMK range; and the current foreground app (vertical guides).

Figure 9: Trim counts per app throughout the execution time.

The device. This benchmark analyzes the memory behavior of Spotify—frequently flagged by users as a drain on the battery [4]—that leads to the power leaks in Figure 5. As a foreground app, Spotify executes 58 concurrent garbage collections. These GC events consume up to 7% of the total app CPU cycles excluding idle cycles (measured using hardware performance counters). In the background experiment, Spotify executes 60 concurrent collections. However, listening for 5 minutes of music triggers 8 trimming operations in the background. This increases the GC overhead from 7% to 10% of the total CPU cycles. Note that Spotify gets less CPU slots when it falls to the background based on Android scheduling policies.

To explain the high frequency of trimming operations, we profile heap variables and the distribution of free slots following each concurrent cycle. The results reveal that trim operations are not effective, because the gaps after collecting small size objects do not form contiguous memory chunks that can be released to the system (see Figure 3). Figure 10 shows that the heap characteristics of both settings are very close to each other, despite the extra work done to restrict the heap size in the background mode.

Compared to ART, the GC service reduces the total garbage collections to 24 (50% fewer). Not only the collection overhead is reduced, but the total heap space is also reduced by 10%. The main reasons leading to these improvements are: (i) The heap growth manager improves the resizing decisions by removing steps that reach a local maximum; and (ii) Executing major collections (young and old objects) during the start-up phase reduces the fragments; hence, the heap utilization is high and the total space occupied is small. For Android ART, low heap utilization caused by fragmentation occasionally falls below the trimming threshold.

Figure 10: Heap characteristics of Spotify vs. time measured in bytes allocated: (1) the heap size in background and foreground modes (Bgd/Fgd-Space) and the free slots volume, (2) the count of free slots, and (3) the histogram of empty slots grouped by their size.
6. Discussion

One objective of this work is to reduce the GC’s energy consumption through direct coordination with DVFS. In the future, we hope to extend the work to dynamically calculate the optimum core frequency based on the observed workload and memory allocation rates. This kind of optimization is infeasible if each individual VM communicates with the power manager directly to perform a collection cycle.

While we described the potential benefits of providing GC as a service in mobile systems, there are few items that bear further discussion: tuning of heuristics, limitations, and the benefit of deploying a centralized VM service.

Heuristic Manager. Existing GC tuning has focused on long running applications. For e.g., in server applications, a VM instance is initialized occasionally and executes continuously in a steady state after a sufficient warmup phase. On the other hand, mobile app VMs are designed to be killed and restarted frequently, increasing the per-app GC overhead.

We introduce a design that takes advantage of global statistics and improves the status quo. The GC service can be extended through a plugin-based system that allows for customization of its policies. Finally, the global service is capable of providing several important and useful information about the app memory usage and the user interactions with the app. Most importantly, the service can predict usage patterns (e.g., which apps may be used in a certain context).

Limitations. The GC service maps the heap into its address space. When the client exits, the GC service unmaps the heap. When the mapping fails, the service removes existing mapped heaps based on LRU. They will be re-mapped when they are used again. We consider another approach in which the client heap is directly added to the page table of the server process without calling map-unmap. This can increase the performance when a non-existing VM needs to be added. The integration with the memory manager can improve the GC service performance. For example, replacing mmap with an efficient system call that directly inserts the client heap in the server page table will cut the overhead of sharing the heap with the server.

7. Related Work

Energy and thermal engines, such as DVFS, are invisible to user level developers. Several fine-grained profile tools [12, 47, 49, 54] show that apps still have room for significant improvements by reducing idle time and power leaks caused by inefficient software subcomponents [5, 18, 49, 50]. This knowledge fueled the interest in tuning the performance and energy by direct coordination of the application layer and the power managers [23, 34, 37, 40].

GC costs for restricted memory environments have been studied [16, 17, 32], but the precise relationship between the GC tradeoffs and energy consumption and illuminating the way GC is affected by the system layers were beyond these studies. Recently, the impact of memory management on modern mobile devices has been redefined on (i) the page-level [41], and (ii) the managed heap by the VM runtime [34].

Efforts to efficient management of independent Java VM heaps led to dynamic allocation of resources shared between the running virtual machines [13, 14, 45]. These studies differ from our study in that (i) our system focuses on a restricted mobile platform that hosts dozens of parallel virtual machines, (ii) we evaluate the GC as perceived globally on the system profiler, and (iii) the GC service performs GC phases on all virtual machines. Our work is the first to present a runtime service on mobile platforms that can manage the heap of all running VMs while keeping each instance in its own process, which is different from other approaches like MVM [21, 60].

8. Conclusion

Mobile devices pose novel challenges to system designers, because they juggle access to limited resources like battery usage against app performance and responsiveness to user actions. The Android system is running dozens of concurrent VMs, each running an app on a single device in a constrained environment. Unfortunately, the mobile system so far treats each VM as a monolithic instance.

We have introduced a VM architecture that addresses major resource bottlenecks (memory and energy) by presenting a central GC service that evaluates GC decisions across all running VMs and optimizes according to global heuristics. The GC service has the following benefits: (i) it reduces the cost of GC by tuning GC scheduling decisions and coordinating with the power manager, (ii) apps run in their own processes, ensuring separation between processes, (iii) it eliminates sparse heaps, releasing more pages back to the system, (iv) it performs opportunistic compaction and trimming on sparse heaps, reducing the total overhead needed to release memory from idle apps, (v) it reduces the number of processes killed by the system LMK by returning more pages, and (vi) it saves device resources during memory recycling.

We believe that centrally managed VM services on a mobile system will open up other research topics such as code optimization. Our central service has the power to remove redundancy and conflicting local heuristics, replacing them with a globally integrated alternative.
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